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1. Introduction. Corresponding to every graph, bipartite graph, or directed 
bipartite graph there exists a directed graph which is connected if and only if 
the original graph is connected. 

In this paper, it is shown that for every directed graph there exists a certain 
bipartite graph such that the directed graph is connected if and only if the 
bipartite graph is irreducible. Other connections between reducibility and 
connectivity are established. 

2. Definitions. A directed graph D is defined relative to a set V of vertices. 
An edge of D is an ordered pair of vertices (vi, v2), V\ ^ v2, V\ (E V, v2 Ç V. If 
Vi, v2 is any pair of vertices then there are various possibilities for the two 
ordered pairs (vi, v2) and (v2, Vi). Either both are edges or one and only one 
is an edge, or neither is an edge. If (vi, v2) is an edge we say that it connects 
Vi to v2 (but not v2 to vi). A set of edges (vu v2), {v2, t;3), . . . , (vn-u vn) ordered 
in such a way that the second member of any edge is the first member of its 
successor is a chain of edges connecting v\ to vn. A directed graph D is con
nected if and only if for every pair of vertices vi, v2 of D there exists a chain 
of edges connecting V\ to v2 and a chain connecting v2 to v\. 

A graph G is defined relative to a set V of vertices. An edge of G is an 
unordered pair of elements [vu v2] with vi G V, v2 £ V. V\ 9^ v2. A pair of 
vertices need not be an edge. If [vi, v2] is an edge, we say that it connects the 
vertices v\ and v2. A set of edges [vi, v2], [v2, z>3] . . . [vn-u vn] ordered in such 
a way that every consecutive pair of edges has a vertex in common is a chain 
of edges connecting vi and vn. A graph G is connected if and only if for every 
pair vu v2 of vertices there exists a chain connecting vi and v2. 

For every graph G we define a corresponding directed graph D (G) by agree
ing that D(G) has the same vertex set as G and that if the unordered pair 
[vu V2] is an edge of G then the ordered pairs (vh v2) and (v2, vi) are edges of 
D(G). Thus D(G) has twice as many edges as G. D(G) is connected if and 
only if G is connected. 

A bipartite graph B has two sets of vertices 5 and T. An edge of B is an 
unordered pair [s, t], s Ç S, t Ç T. An unordered pair [s, t] need not be an 
edge. If [s, t] is an edge we say that it connects the vertex s oî S and the 
vertex t of T. A set of edges [slf h], [s2y ti], [s2j t2] . . . [sn, tn] ordered in such 
a way that every pair of consecutive edges has a vertex in common is a chain 
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connecting si and tn. A bipartite graph B is connected if and only if, corre
sponding to every pair of vertices s, t(s G S, t G T) there exists a chain of 
edges connecting 5 and t. 

For every bipartite graph B we define a corresponding graph G(B). The 
vertex set F of G (B) is the union of the vertex sets S and T of B. The unordered 
pair [s, t], s G S, t G T is an edge of G(B) if and only if [s, t], s G S, t G T 
is an edge of B. The graph G (B) is connected if and only if the bipartite 
graph B is connected. Moreover, the directed graph D(G(B)) is connected 
if and only if B is connected. 

A directed bipartite graph C has two vertex sets 5 and T. An edge is an 
ordered pair (a, b) with one of a and b belonging to 5 and the other to T. For 
every pair s, t(s G S, t G T) there are various possibilities for the ordered 
pairs (s, t) and (/, s). Either both are edges of C or one and only one is an 
edge or neither is an edge. If (a, b) is an edge, it connects a to b (but not b 
to a). A set of edges (s\, t\), (Ji, s2), ($2, h) • • • {sni tn) ordered in such a way 
that the last member of any edge is the first member of the next is a chain 
connecting si to tn. Similarly, a set of edges (t\, Si) (sh /2) • • . (tn, sn) is a 
chain connecting t\ to sn. A directed bipartite graph C is connected if and 
only if, corresponding to every pair of vertices s, t(s G S, t G 2") there exists 
a chain connecting s to t and a chain connecting t to 5. 

For every directed bipartite graph C we define a corresponding directed 
graph D(C). The vertex set F of D(C) is the union of the vertex sets 5 and T 
of C. The ordered pair (a, £), a G F, 6 G F is an edge of Z>(C) if and only 
if (a, &) is an edge of C. The directed graph D(C) is connected if and only 
if the directed bipartite graph C is connected. 

A directed graph D with n vertices is simply connected if and only if D 
contains a subgraph H (that is, every edge of H is an edge of D) consisting 
of the n edges (vh v2) (z>2, ^3), (^3, ̂ 4) . • • (vn, *>i) in which vt 9e Vj for i 9e j . 
Such a subgraph H may be called a closed chain of rank n. Each of the n 
vertices of D is a first member of an edge of H and a second member of 
another. Every simply connected directed graph is connected. 

We use K to denote the complement of a set K and v{K) to denote the 
number of elements in K. We continue to use a round bracket ( ) to enclose 
an ordered pair and a square bracket [ ] to enclose an unordered pair. 

In what follows we use the symbol L to denote a graph, a directed graph, 
a bipartite graph or a directed bipartite graph. A subgraph of the graph L 
is a graph of the same type as L, having as its vertex set some subset V 
of the vertex set V of L and, as its set of edges, some subset of those edges 
of H for which both vertices belong to V. We note that a subgraph which 
has a single vertex is connected, for in such a graph there are no pairs of 
vertices. 

Let Vi and V2 be the vertex sets of two subgraphs Si and 52 of the same 
graph L. The union of Si and S2 is defined as the subgraph of L for which 
the vertex set is the union of the sets V\ and V2 and the set of edges is the 
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union of the sets of edges of Si and S2. The intersection of Si and S2 is similarly 
defined. The subgraphs Si and S2 are said to be disjoint if and only if V\ and 
V2 are disjoint. 

If we select a vertex v of a graph L and form the union of all the connected 
subgraphs of L which have î / a s a vertex the resulting connected subgraph is 
called a maximal connected subgraph of L. Thus any connected graph L is 
a maximal connected subgraph. At the other extreme, a maximal connected 
subgraph may have a single vertex (and hence no edges). Any two maximal 
connected subgraphs of H are disjoint. 

Let U be the union of all the maximal connected subgraphs of a graph L. 
The vertex sets of U and L are identical. If L is a directed graph D or a 
directed bipartite graph C then L may have edges which are not edges of 
U. However, if L is a graph G or a bipartite graph By the sets of edges for 
L and U are identical and we have L = U. 

If a graph L is the union of two disjoint subgraphs Si and S2 then there 
is no chain of edges connecting a vertex of Si to a vertex of S2 and hence L 
is not connected. If a bipartite graph B or graph G is disconnected then it is 
the union of at least two disjoint maximal connected subgraphs. Thus a 
graph G or a bipartite graph B is connected if and only if it is not the union 
of two disjoint subgraphs. 

As in (2) we use U X V to denote the bipartite graph with vertex sets U 
and V such that [u, v] is an edge of U X V for all u G U, v G V. 

An induced bipartite graph was defined in (2, § 2) for any partitioning of 
the vertex sets. 

THEOREM 1. If the vertex sets S and T of a bipartite graph B are partitioned 
so that S = Si U S2 W . . . \J Sk and T = ^ U T2^J . . . W Tk and if the 
subgraphs (St X Tt) C\ B are connected for i = 1, 2, . . . , k, then B is connected 
if and only if the induced graph B' is connected. 

Proof. If B! is the union of two disjoint subgraphs then B is the union of 
two disjoint subgraphs. 

If B is the union of two disjoint subgraphs Bi and B2 then each of the 
subgraphs (St X Tt) P\ B of B is a subgraph of Bi or B2, for, if not, such a 
subgraph is the union of 2 disjoint subgraphs and hence is not connected. Thus 
there exist complementary subsets X , / x o f l , 2 , . . . , f e such that Bi has vertex 
sets Si = ^Jie\Si, 7\ = KJu\Ti and B2 has vertex sets S2 = Wi6MSi, 
T2 = ^JieixTf. Let Bi and B2 be the induced graphs of Bi and B2 using 
these partitionings. Clearly B\ and B2 are disjoint subgraphs of B!. 

Consider a bipartite graph with vertex sets S and T. A pair [^4,5] of 
subsets, A C S, B C T is a cover or exterior pair of the bipartite graph if, for 
every edge [s, t] either s G A or t G B. One of A and B may be the null set 4>. 
A cover [A, B] is minimum if v(A) + v(B) is minimum. If there exists a 
minimum cover [A, B] in which A 9e 4> and B 9^ <j), then the bipartite graph 
is reducible. If there exists a minimum cover [A, B] in which either A = 0 
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or B = </> and if there is no other minimum cover, then the bipartite graph is 
semi-irreducible. If [5, <£] and [#, T] are minimum covers and if no other 
cover is minimum, then the bipartite graph is irreducible. If a bipartite graph 
is semi-irreducible, then v{S) ^ v(T); if it is irreducible then v(S) = v{T). A 
disconnected bipartite graph is the union of two disjoint subgraphs and hence 
is reducible. A minimal semi-irreducible graph was defined in (2) as a semi-
irreducible bipartite graph which is not the union of two disjoint semi-irre
ducible subgraphs. If a semi-irreducible bipartite graph B is the union of 
two disjoint subgraphs, then these subgraphs must be semi-irreducible, for 
otherwise B would be reducible. Thus a minimal semi-irreducible bipartite 
graph is not expressible as the union of two disjoint subgraphs. It follows 
that every irreducible or minimal semi-irreducible graph is connected. Using 
Theorem 1, we have the following generalization of this result. The general
ization refers to the core of the canonical decomposition of a bipartite graph 
as described in (1) and (2). 

THEOREM 2. If B' is the bipartite graph induced by the partitioning of B by 
means of the vertex sets of the irreducible and minimal semi-irreducible subgraphs 
which constitute the core of B, then Bf is connected if and only if B is connected. 

3. An induced directed graph. Let D b e a directed graph with vertex 
set V = (z/i, z>2, *>3, • • • , vn)- If we partition F into r disjoint sets Vi, V2j . . . , Vr 

we can define a directed graph D' which is induced by this partition. The 
vertices of D' are V\, F2, . . . , Vr. The ordered pair ( Vp, Vq) ; p ^ q is an 
edge of D' if and only if there exists vt £ Vp, Vj £ Vq such that the ordered 
pair (vu Vj) is an edge of D. 

THEOREM 3. Let the vertex set V of a directed graph D with n vertices be parti
tioned into disjoint sets Vi, Vi, . . . , VT in such a way that for every p = 1, 2, . . , r 
either Vp consists of a single vertex Vj of V or the directed subgraph Dv of D con
sisting of all edges (vkj vh) such that vk G Vp and vh Ç Vp is connected. The 
graph D' induced by such a partitioning is connected if and only if D is con
nected. 

Proof. Let the vertices of D be Vi, v2, . . . , vn. Suppose that D is connected. 
Consider any two vertices Vtl, Vi2 of D'. There exists at least one vertex 
Vh £ Vii a n d at least one vertex vH Ç Vi2. Since D is connected there exists 
a chain (vjlf vkl) (vkl, vk2) . . . (vkp, vj2) connecting vh to vh. Now replace each 
vertex vt which is a first or second member of an edge of this chain by the 
vertex of D' to which it belongs. This yields the set of ordered pairs 

(Vilf Vhl) (Vhl, Vh2)... (Vhp, Vi2). 

If both vertices in any of these ordered pairs are identical, delete this ordered 
pair from the set. The resulting set of ordered pairs is a chain of edges of Df 
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connecting Vh to Vi2. Similarly there exists a chain of edges connecting Vi2 

to Vtl. 
Now suppose D' is connected. Let vùu vj2 be any pair of vertices of D. We 

must construct a chain connecting vh to vj2. There exist unique vertices Vtl, 
Vi2 of Df such that 

vji € vilt vj2 e vi2. 

Since Dr is connected there exists a chain 

(Vtl, Vhl),(Vhl, Vhs)... (Vhp, Vi2). 

We have vh G Vtl. Since (Vilt Vhl) is an edge of D' there exists 

Vxi 6 ^ii, fyi € FAl 

such that (vxi, vyi) is an edge of D. If vh = yxi let (yxi, vyi) be the first edge 
of a chain. If not, since Dh is connected, there exists a chain of edges of Dh 

which connects vh to vxi. Add the edge (vxi, vn) to this chain. Since (Vhl1 Vh2) 
is an edge of Df there exists 

vzi G FAl, y22 G Vh2 

such that (z;21, y22) is an edge of D. If vyi = ^21, (%, vZ2) is the next edge of the 
chain. If not, since D^ is connected, there exists a chain of edges of Dhl 

connecting vvl and vzl. Add these edges to the chain and then add (vzl, vZ2). 
Continuing in this way we construct the chain of edges connecting vh to vH. 

4. Connectivity and irreducibility. Corresponding to every directed 
graph D with vertex set V = (z/i, v2, . . . , vn) we define a bipartite graph B (D) 
as follows. The vertex sets of B(D) are 5 = (sh s2, . • . , sn) and T — {tu t2, 
. . . , tn), and [su tj] is an edge of B(D) if and only if (vu Vj) is an edge of D. 

The graph B*(D) is defined as the bipartite graph with the same vertex 
sets S and T as B(D). Every edge of B(D) is an edge of B*(D) and in addition 
the n unordered pairs [su tt], i = 1, 2, . . . , n are edges of B*(D). B*(D) will 
be called the augmented bipartite graph corresponding to the directed graph D. 
The edges [su tt], i = 1, 2, . . . , n will be called the main diagonal edges 
of B*(D). 

THEOREM 4. If B* (D) is the augmented bipartite graph corresponding to the 
directed graph D then D is connected if and only if J5* (D) is irreducible. 

Proof. If B*(D) is reducible there exist proper subsets A of 5 and B of T 
such that [A, B] is a minimal exterior pair for B*(D). Let M be the subset 
of the indexes 1, 2, 3, . . . , n for which st Ç A and N the subset of indexes 
for which tt G B. Since the edge [siy tt] is covered by [A, B] for i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 
n, there exists no i such that st Ç A, £f G 5 . It follows that if st G A, we 
have tt e B and hence M C N and v ( i ) < v(B). Similarly v{B) < p(4). 
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Since B*(D) contains the subgraph consisting of [su tt] for all i, its exterior 
dimension is n. Thus v(A) + v{B) = n and v(A) + v(B) = n. Accordingly 
v(Â) = v{B) and M = N. M and N are complementary subsets of 1,2, 
3, . . . , n. 

Let stl and si2 be two vertices of B*(D) such that s^ G A and si2 G ̂ 4. 
Since i\ ^ 2̂, the vertices vh and ^i2 of D are distinct. If there exists a chain 
of edges of D, 

Où, ^;i) 0;i> Vjt) (!>te, Vjt) • • • (l>jn> Vi*), 

connecting vtl to vi2, the corresponding set of edges of B*(D) is 

[Sin f;iJ> L^n, ^ 2 J» L ĵ2» h'zi • • • L ;̂w» ^ J * 

Since stl G Â and [A, B] is a covering, th G 2?. Since j \ G iV and A7 = My 

SjX G Â. Repeating the argument we find tj2 G B, $j2 G À and finally ti2 £ B 
and hence si2 G Â. This contradicts si2 belonging to A. It follows that D is 
not connected. 

If B*(D) is irreducible, then for every vertex k of S or T, there are at least 
2 vertices of the other set connected to k by a single edge. This enables us to 
form a chain 

[Sin till Ashi ^Z2J Ut2> ^Z2J Isi2i ti-d\ - - • 

in which every other edge is a main diagonal edge. We eventually find an 
index repeated. Thus we get a closed chain of 2r edges which involves r 
vertices in both 5 and T. Such a chain has been defined in (1) and (2) as a 
cycle of rank r. For definiteness, let the vertices of B*(D) and D be re-indexed 
so that the cycle is [51, /1], [51, t2] [s2, h], [s2, tz] . . . [sr, tT], [sri h]. The off-
diagonal edges of this cycle, namely [51, t2], [$2, h], . • . , [sTt h] correspond in 
D to the set of edges (vi, v2), iy2, ^3), O3, V\) . . . (yni v±) which constitutes a 
closed chain in D. 

Let Vi = (yi, V2, . . . , flr) and let Di be the directed graph which has vertex 
set Vi and has as its set of edges those edges (vt, Vj) of D such that vi} Vj G V\. 
Since D\ has the closed chain (vi, v2), (v2l Vz), . . . , (vni Vi) as a subgraph, Di 
is simply connected and hence connected. Now consider 23* (D), the corre
sponding augmented bipartite graph. B*(D) has vertex sets Si = (si, 52, . . . , sT) 
and JTI = (£1, 2̂, . . . , £r) and has as edges those edges [s^ tj] of B*(D) such 
that s* G <Si and /y G 7\. 5 * (Pi) has the cycle of rank r as a subgraph and 
hence by Theorem 2 of (2) is irreducible (in fact, simple irreducible). As 
outlined in § 4 of (2) it may be possible to find other cycles in B*(D) with 
half of their edges main diagonal edges, such that no two of these cycles have 
a vertex in common. Ultimately we find a partitioning of S into disjoint sets 
5i, 52, . . . , Sm, of T into disjoint sets Th T2y . . . , Tm and of V into disjoint 
sets Vi, V2j . . . , Vm such that 

*(Si) = v{Tx) = *(7i) > 1, K5*) = v(Tk) = v(Vk) > 1 
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for k = 2, 3, . . . , m, and st G Sk if and only if tt G Tk and tt G Tk if and 
only if vt G Vk. For fe = 2, 3, . . . , m there are two possibilities. The first is 
that Vic consists of a single vertex v% in which case Sk and Tk are vertex sets 
for a bipartite subgraph of D with a single edge [skl tk]. The second possibility 
is that we have a subgraph Dk of D which has Ffc as vertex set and has as 
edges those edges (vu vj) of D such that vt G F*, z>;- G F*. The corresponding 
augmented bipartite graph B*(Dk) has vertex sets Sk, Tk. D is a connected 
directed graph and B*{Dk) is irreducible. 

Let Z}' be the directed graph induced by the partition Vi, V2, . . . , Vk and 
let [B*(D)]' be the bipartite graph induced by the partitions Si, S2, . . . , Sk; 
Tlt T2, . . . , 7V It is immediate that [B*(D)]' = B*(D'). By Theorem 3 (2) 
since B*(D) is irreducible, B*(D') is irreducible. Clearly as in (2) there exists 
an integer s such that, if we carry out the process of partitioning and forming 
the induced graph 5 times, the augmented bipartite graph B*{D{S)) is found 
to contain a cycle of rank equal to the number of vertices in each vertex 
set. Thus B*(D{S)) is simple irreducible. It follows that D{s) has a closed 
chain of rank equal to the number of vertices in its vertex set. Thus D(s) is 
simply connected and hence is connected. By Theorem 1, D is connected if 
and only if D' is connected, Df is connected if and only if Z)(2) is connected 
and finally Z>(s-1) is connected if and only if D(s) is connected. Since D(s) is 
connected, D is connected. 

Combining the introductory remarks of § 2 with this theorem we see that 
a graph G is connected if and only if B*[D(G)] is irreducible, a directed 
bipartite graph C is connected if and only if B*[D(C)] is irreducible and a 
bipartite graph B is connected if and only if B*[D{G(B)}] is irreducible. 

In § 4 of (2) the authors outlined a method of determining whether or not 
a bipartite graph with the same number n of vertices in S and T is irreducible. 
In this method it is necessary, first of all, to determine the exterior dimen
sion. If the exterior dimension is less than n the graph is reducible. If the 
exterior dimension is n it is necessary to find a diagonal, that is, a subgraph 
having n edges and exterior dimension n. For a bipartite graph B*(D), the 
exterior dimension is n and a diagonal is (sh ti), (s2, £2), . . . , (sn, tn). Starting 
with this diagonal, and using the method of § 4 (2), a computational procedure 
can be programmed for determining irreducibility and hence the connectivity 
of any type of graph which we have considered. 

The following examples are interesting. 

Example 1. It is possible for B*(D) to be connected without D being con
nected. For let D have vertex set V = (z/i, v%y v%) and edges (vi, V2) (vu Vz). D 
is not connected. B*(D) has vertex sets S = (51, s2l Sz), T = (£1, t2, h) and 
edges [si, h] [s2, t2] [sZ} fa] [sh fa] [si, fa], B*(D) is connected. B*(D) is, of 
course, reducible. 

Example 2. Let the bipartite graph B have vertex sets V\ = (vi, v2yVz) and 
V2 = (véy vsj Ve) and edges [vh v$] [vz, v$] [vs, v*] [v2, v*] [v2, vQ]. B is connected 
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and reducible. G (B) has vertex set V = (vi, v2, Vz, VA, Vhf V%) and is connected 
as is D{G(B)}. B*[D{G(B)}] has vertex sets Si = (sh s2, Sz, s 4, 55, 56) and 
T = (/1, J2, ^3, *4, *e, Je) and edges [51, h] [s5, /1] [53, h] [s5, h] [53, f4] [sA, h] [s2} U] 
[s*, t2] [s2l h] [SQ, t2] together with the edges [su t%], i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. 5* is 
irreducible. 

Example 3. Let the directed bipartite graph C have vertex sets Vi = (fli, ^2) 
and F2 = (vz) and edges (^1,^3) (^3,^1) (^2,^3). C is not connected. The 
directed graph D(C) has vertex set V = (v\,v2,Vz) and is not connected. 
B*[D(C)] has vertex sets 5 = (si,s2ysz), T= (ti, t2} tz) and edges (sh tz) 
(sz,h) (s2,h) (suh) (s2,t2) (sz,tz). B*[D{C)] is reducible. 

5. The class of D(B) graphs. Let us call a bipartite graph with n vertices 
in each vertex set, an n X n bipartite graph. Corresponding to an n X n 
bipartite graph B with vertex sets 5 = (51, s2l . . . , sn) and T — (t\, t2l tz, . . . ,tn) 
we define a directed graph D(B) with vertex set V = (#1,^2, . . . , v ) by 
agreeing that (z;*, v3) is an edge of D(B) if and only if [su t3] is an edge of B 
and i 7̂  j . D(B) is not uniquely determined by B but is also a function of 
the indexing of the vertices of 5 and T. We see at once that, for any directed 
graph D, we have D{B*(D)} = D. Also, for any n X n bipartite graph B, 
we have B*{D(B)} = B if and only if [su tt] is an edge of B for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. 
However, since every edge of B is an edge of B*{D{B)} it follows that if B 
is irreducible, B*{D{B)} is irreducible and hence D(B) is connected. 

If we re-index the vertex set 5 = (51, s2, . . . , sn) of an n X n bipartite 
graph B leaving T unaltered, the irreducibility and connectivity of B are 
unchanged but the structure and connectivity of D(B) may be altered. For 
consider the 4 X 4 bipartite graph B with edges [51, t2] [s4, £3] [S3, t\\ [si, h]. B 
is disconnected and reducible and D(B) is disconnected. However, if we 
re-index 5 so that s\ = Si, s2 = s4, Sz = S3, s 4 = s% then B has edges [s/ , t2] 
[s2\ tz], [sz, h] and [s4', /1] and D{B) is connected. 

If the exterior dimension of an n X n bipartite graph is n, there exists a 
diagonal consisting of n edges and we can index B in such a way that this 
diagonal is the main diagonal consisting of the n edges [su £*], i = 1, 2, . . . , n. 
With this indexing B = B*{D(B)} and hence B is irreducible if and only if 
D(B) is connected. 

We have proved the following theorem. 

THEOREM 5. If B is an irreducible n X n bipartite graph then D(B) is con
nected for every indexing of B. 

If B is an n X n bipartite graph then either the exterior dimension of the 
graph is less than n so that B is reducible, or it is possible to index the vertex 
sets S and T in such a way that B is irreducible if and only if D{B) is connected. 

6. The canonical decomposition. In this section we consider the canonical 
decomposition of the bipartite graph B*(D) corresponding to a directed 
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graph D Let the k disjoint irreducible subgraphs in the core of B*(D) be 
denoted by Gb G2, . . . , Gk. Corresponding to Gu i = 1, 2, . . . , k there exists 
a unique subgraph Dtoî D such that B*(Dt) = Gt. These directed subgraphs 
Di, D2, . . . , Dk are disjoint. By Theorem 3, since B*(D%) is irreducible, the 
directed graph Dt is connected for i = 1, 2, . . . , k. To see that Du D2, . . . , Dk 

are maximal connected, consider any connected subgraph E of D. The set 
of edges of the main diagonal of B*(E) is a subset of the main diagonal of 
B*(D). Since B*(E) is irreducible it is a subgraph of G* for some i and hence 
E is a subgraph of Dt for some i. Accordingly, we have the following theorem. 

THEOREM 6. For any directed graph D, let the core of B*(D) consist of Gu 

G2, . . . , Gk. If Dt, i — 1, 2, . . . , & is the unique subgraph of D such that 
B*(Dt) = Gu then Du D2j . . . , Dk are the disjoint maximal connected sub
graphs of D. 

If B*(D) has no inadmissible edges, D is the union of Dit D2, . . . , Dk and 
B*(D) is the union of Gi, G2, . . . , Gk. In such cases, the method outlined in 
§ 4 of (2) can be applied to B*(D), using the main diagonal, to construct the 
disjoint maximal connected subgraphs Di, D2, . . . , Dk of D. There are many 
such cases, for if B*(D) is symmetrical about the main diagonal (that is, if 
for all pairs (i,j), i = 1, 2, . . . , n, j = 1, 2, . . . , n} i ^ j , (vu Vj) is an edge 
of D if and only if (vj} vt) is an edge of D) then, considering the canonical 
decomposition of B*(D), we see that B*(D) has no inadmissible edges. Such 
symmetry occurs if D is of the type D(G) or D{G(B)}. 

Consider any bipartite graph B and let Gi, G2, . . . , Gk be the irreducible 
subgraphs of B* which constitute its core. To each Gi there corresponds a 
unique subgraph Bt of B such that Gt = B*[D{G(Bi)}]. By Theorem 3, the 
subgraphs Bu B2, . . . , Bk are connected. They are the disjoint maximal con
nected subgraphs of B. \iBi has no inadmissible edges then it is identical with 
one of the irreducible or minimal semi-irreducible subgraphs which constitute 
the core of B. If Bi has inadmissible edges than these edges are inadmissible 
in B also, and the core of B t is the union of two or more of the irreducible 
or minimal semi-irreducible subgraphs of the core of B. 

Finally, consider an augmented bipartite graph of the type B*(D) or 
B*[D(C)]. Such a B* is not in general symmetrical about the main diagonal, 
and hence, although its core consists of k disjoint irreducible subgraphs, these 
subgraphs need not be symmetrical about the main diagonal. Moreover such 
a B* may have inadmissible edges. As in § 4, let the vertex set of D (or D(C)) 
be V = (yi, v2j . . . , vn) and let the vertex sets of B* be S = ($i, s2, . . . , sn) 
and T = (h, t2t . . . , tn). As in (2) § 3, let the k irreducible subgraphs of the 
core of B* have vertex sets St and Tu i = 1, 2, . . . , k and index the sub
graphs Dj of D so that Dt corresponds to the irreducible subgraph Gz = 
(St X Ti) C\B* of the core of B*. Since the edges of the main diagonal of B* 
belong to the core of B*, we see that if Si consists of sfl, si2, . . . , sip then Tt 

consists of tilt ti2, . . . , ti . The set of inadmissible edges of B* is the union 
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of the sets of edges of the subgraphs (St X Tj) Pi 5 * for all i,j such that 
i > j . Let Dij (i > j) be the subgraph of D (or D(C)) corresponding to the 
subgraph (St X Tj) P B* of B*. If St = (stl, si2, . . . , sip) and Tj = (tju 

tj2i • • • » hp) then D ^ has £ + q distinct vertices 

Every edge of Dtj connects one of 

to one of 

flji, ^ 2 i • • • i y ; V 

The subgraphs Z)*;-(i > j) define a partial ordering of the subgraphs Dh D2, 
. . . , Dk if we agree that Dt < D 3 provided Dij has at least one edge. This 
partial ordering is consistent with the total ordering D\ < D2 < . . . < Dk. 

7. A connection with ordering relations. As an example consider a 
finite set A = (ai, a2, a3, . . . , aw) and a binary relation R(au a3) connecting 
certain ordered pairs (a*, ay). We say that R is consistent with an ordering 
relation if for every r = 2, 3, 4, . . . , n, there do not exist elements aQ11 ag2, 
. . . , aQr such that 

R(aqi, aq2), R(aqi, aqz), . . . , R(aQr_lf aQr), R(aQr, aqi) 

all hold. Any relation consistent with an ordering relation can be extended 
to a total ordering. 

Define D as the directed graph with vertex set V = (vi, v2, . . . , vn) such 
that (vu Vj) is an edge of D if and only if R(au a3). It is easily seen that R 
is consistent with an ordering if and only if the core of B*(D) consists of n 
irreducible subgraphs each consisting of a single edge (su tt) i = 1, 2, . . . , n. 
For if R is consistent with an ordering and one of the blocks of the core 
contained at least two edges, then D would have a connected subgraph with 
at least two vertices vt and Vj. This implies there is a chain connecting vt 

and Vj viz. v% — vai, vq2, . . . , vqt = v} and a chain connecting v3- and vt namely 

Vj = Vqti Vqt+l1 . . . , Vqr = Vqi = Vi-

But then 

Rfaai, ^«)» ^ K 2 , a>qt), • • , R(aqr, aqi), 

a contradiction. Conversely, let the core of B*(D) consist of n irreducible 
subgraphs (su tx). In the notation introduced in (2) to describe the canonical 
decomposition, if Gv = (Sp X Tp) P B*(D) consists of the single edge (sip, tip) 
for p = 1, 2, . . . , n then (sip1 tiq) is an edge of B*(D) only if q > p. The 
total ordering 

atl < au < aiz . . . < ain 

is consistent with the relation R, that is, whenever R{au aj), then a% < a0. 
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More generally, let R be any relation and let the canonical decomposition 
of B*(D) consist of k irreducible subgraphs Gv = (Sp X Tp) C\B*(D) for 
p = 1, 2, 3, . . . , & and let nv be the number of vertices in each vertex set 
of Gv. If all the edges (su t3) of Gv which are below the diagonal are deleted 
from the graph 5* (D) and if the relation R is modified by deleting the corre
sponding R(at, dj) then the modified relation R is consistent with an ordering. 
Thus minimal number of pairs which must be deleted from an arbitrary 
binary relation R to make it consistent with an ordering is not more than 

Jc 2 _ 

v=i 2 

The actual minimum number of such pairs could be found as follows. In each 
subgraph Gv permute the rows and columns in such a way that the main 
diagonal is unaltered but the number of edges below the main diagonal is 
minimal. Let this minimum number be mv. The minimum number of pairs 
which must be deleted to convert R to a relation consistent with an ordering 

v ^ Jc 

is 2^= i mv 

8. Applications. The results of this paper can be used in the construction 
of an algorithm which yields the complete canonical decomposition of an 
nby m bipartite graph. This algorithm can be applied to the optimal assign
ment problem to determine the dimension of the space of dual solutions and 
to reduce the problem of finding all dual solutions to the case when there is 
only one primal solution. 

The results can be applied also in investigating the structure of powers 
of matrices with non-negative elements and in determining properties of 
characteristic roots of such matrices with particular reference to stochastic 
matrices. Again, stochastic matrices form a semi-group under multiplication. 
Graphical concepts can be used to study the ideals of this semi-group and in 
particular the structure of finitely generated ideals. 

Another application is to the study of matrices with non-negative entries 
with assigned row and column sums. Such matrices form a convex set. An 
algorithm can be found for expressing any such matrix as an average of 
vertex matrices. 

This work will be described in subsequent publications by two of the 
present authors. 
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